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A/R Teams Operating in Silos with 
Internal and External Stakeholders

Deductions 
a. Auto-Aggregation Backup Documents such as claims and

PODs from customer portals, internal stakeholders such
as Sales

b. AI-Based Dispute Validity Predictor predicts invalid
deductions and helps to prioritize deductions for
faster resolution

c. Integration with TPM and Configurable Workflows
ensure seamless collaboration and faster resolution

Collections 
a. AI-Enabled Payment Date Prediction leads to dynamic

prioritization of customers along with recommended 
action items

b. Autonomous Collections with Digital Assistant Freeda
ensures auto-transcription of collection calls and
Interpretation of email responses

c. Template-Agnostic Automated Correspondence and
A/P Portal Integration ensure higher dunning outreach
and faster collections

Rivana, the AI-Based Platform ensures high-impact 
decision making across HighRadius cloud solutions for credit, 
collections, deductions, cash application, billing and 
payments using Credit and A/R Data 

Receivables Analytics integrates data insights across A/R 
and provides 100+ out-of-the-box reports for A/R 
managers/directors
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Key Challenges Faced by 
A/R Teams

A/R Managers Lack Visibility into Process and 
Analyst-Level Metrics

Reporting becomes a major nightmare for A/R 
managers/directors as they are looking into stale data. 
Extraction of data from various processes itself is a goliath task 
and it leads them to rely on perception-driven decisions rather 
than data-driven decisions.

Lack of End-to-End Automation: Day-to-Day 
Operations Involve a Lot of Manual Intervention

How HighRadius Could 
Help Your A/R Teams 

Key Features

Credit  
a. Online Credit Application ensures faster onboarding of new customers 
b. Proactive Credit Reviews through automated scoring suggestions utilizes 

credit data, financials aggregated from agencies such as D&B, Experian 
c. AI-Based Blocked Order Prediction leads to efficient handling of 

upcoming orders

EIPP 
a. Self-Service Payment Portals augmented with 150+ global payment 

formats enable faster e-payments
b. Automated Invoice Presentment ensures invoicing across emails, fax, EDIs,

A/P portals, accounting systems 
c. Level III Card Processing ensures cost savings through lower 

interchange fees 

Cash Application 
a. Automated, Template-Agnostic Remittance Data Capture across emails,

EDIs, web portals, check-stubs
b. Automated A/R Matching Engine ensures linking of payments and 

remittances across all formats
c. AI-Based Remittance Suggestions and automated correspondence to

customers in case of missing remittance scenario
d. Automated Deduction Coding ensures mapping of the customer reason

codes to internal reason codes


